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ABSTRACT

A numerical procedure is developed to analyze neutron
collimators used for spatial neutron measurements of
plasma neutrons. The procedure is based upon Monte-Carlo
methods and uses a standard Monte-Carlo code. The spec-
ific developments described herein involve a new approach
to represent complex spatial details in a method that is

conservative of computer time, retains accuracy and re-
quires only modest changes in already developed Monte-
Carlo procedures.

The procedure was used to model the Alcator A col-
limator. The collimator consists of 448 cells and has a

measured spatial point source response of 0.7cm. The num-

erical procedure successfully predicts this response.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 8

1.1 Thesis Statement and Objectives

The purpose of this thesis is to model mathematically

the fast neutron collimator used to measure spatial neutron

profiles on the Alcator A fusion device. The measurement of

these profiles provides information on some of the mechan-

isms of plasma heating.

The mathematical model provides the means to analyze

critical collimator parameters, which are difficult or im-

possible to measure directly. For example, it is difficult

to obtain energy information on the neutrons emerging

from the collimator by measurement, while such information

is easily obtained in Monte-Carlo type models. In fact,a

Monte-Carlo type model can provide the neutron energy

distribution anywhere in the collimator. This information

is not only useful in the analysis of the present collimator,

but also in the design optimization of future collimators.

1.2 Properties of Fast Neutron Collimators

The purpose of a fast neutron collimator is to es-

tablish the position of a fast neutron source and in the

case of a fusion plasma, to measure the spatial distribu-

tion of the neutron production in the plasma. In designing

a collimator to accomplish this purpose the criteria of

spatial resolution, detector solid angle, and neutron

transport need to be examined carefully. Although the em-

phasis of this thesis is the modeling of neutron transport
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characteristics it is useful to understand the criteria

under which the Alcator "A" collimator was designed.

1.2.1 Spatial Resolution

The spatial resolution of a collimator is its ability

to resolve differences in neutron production as a function

of position. The figure of merit in the case of resolution

is the full width at half maximum (fwhm) of the spectrum

obtained when a point source is scanned. An order of

magnitude estimate of the fwhm, response can be obtained

by considering the limiting rays of the collimator as in

Figure 1.1. The resolution in that case is given by

AX = (X2 + X 1 )d/l +X 1.1

where the symbols are defined in Figure 1.1.

Fut r tAX

Figure 1.1 Limiting rays of a collimator
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In general the spatial resolution should be two to

three times smaller than the structure to be resolved.

In the case of an Alcator plasma the neutron produc-

tion profile is strongly dependent on the ion temperature

and density profiles. Using typical profiles for density

and ion temperature the neutron production profile has

the form 1

n(r) = n expl--r 2 /1,9] 1.2

where r is in cm. In order to resolve this structure one

would need a spatial resolution of about 1 cm fwhm.

1.2.2 Solid Angle

Detector solid angle, the second criteria, is of

great importance in order to maximize the detector count

rate. The solid angle is normally given in terms of a

geometric efficiency, Eg. , where

Eg = Ad/4Wr 2  1.3

Ad is the area of the detector and r the distance from a

point source. The value of r is fixed by neutron trans-

port properties and in the case of the Alcator collimator

is equal to about 2 meters. Unfortunately, in the case

of a single cell collimator increasing Ad degrades the

spatial resolution. This can be seen by again considering
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Equation 1.1. Increasing Ad implies one increases X2 and

X1 resulting in a larger AX. The multicell collimator

usesfor the Alcator measurement and shown in Figure 1.2,

circumvents this problem. The small component collimator

cells maintain high resolution but view a small solid

angle, while a large number of cells can be used to in-

crease the solid angle.

1.2.3 Neutron Transport

A third area of concern in the design of a collimator

is neutron transport in the construction material. An

ideal collimator would absorb all neutrons outside good

geometry. In that case the resolution of the collimator

for a source a distance d from the collimator is given

by the extent of the limiting rays, AX, in Equation 1.1.

Unfortunately, there is no known material which acts as a

perfect absorber. In fact in the case of fast neutrons

(2.5 Mev) the capture cross-sections are very small and

are generally more than an order of magnitude smaller than

2the corresponding elastic scattering cross-section. This

forces the requirement that any fast neutron collimator

will have a large component of elastic scattering and thus

must depend on slowing down and then capture rather than

a straight-forward capture scheme. The problem is further

complicated by the constraint that the neutron looses on

an average less than one half of its original energy in one
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collision (Eave = 0.5 for hydrogen). Table 1.1 summarizes

the ratio E /Ei for hydrogen as a function of the centerout in

of mass scattering angle, e . The number of collisions at

that angle required to reduce the incident neutron energy

below 0.l(E. ) has also been tabulated.in

6c (degrees) Ein/Eout # of collision for 0.lEn

0 1.0

5 0.998 1200

10 0.992 300

20 0.970 130

30 0.933 75

45 0.853 14

60 0.750 8

90 0.500 3

143 0.101 1

TABLE 1.1 E in/Eout vs ec for Hydrogen

In the case of hydrogen 0lab = 1 /20 c and scattering

is essentially isotropic below 2.5 Mev? Although the

average energy of all the neutrons taken together is

(0.5) 3E = 0.125 E. after three collisions, the neutrons
in in

in the forward direction, which have the highest probabil-

ity of reaching the detector suffer a much lower energy

loss. Therefore, more than three collisions would be

required to reduce Eave forward below 0.1 E in. Because

0
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the number of collisions is large and unknown one cannot,

using Table 1.1, predict the average energy of neutrons

at the exit of the collimator. In designing a collimator

one needs to know the number and energy of neutrons which

emerge from the collimator due to scatterings from bad

geometry. The idea behind the Alcator collimator is to

make the collimator long enough to assure that even neu-

trons which are scattered initially in the forward direc-

tion eventually experience a collision which reduces the

energy enough to assure it can be discriminated against

at the detector. Thus it appears that the longer the

collimator is, the closer it approaches the ideal absorber

case, in which only neutrons in good geometry would

be detected. The Alcator collimator is very close to

this criteria.

1.3 The Alcator Collimator

The Alcator collimator, shown previously in Figure 1.2

consists of 448 high resolution collimator cells arranged

so that the center line of each cell goes through a focal

point 122cm in front of the collimator. The inside dimen-

sions of each component cell are 0.3903cm (Y), 0.9393cm (X),

at the large end, the detector end, and 0.1588cm (Y),

0.4763cm (X) at the small end, the source end. The wall

thickness is 0.159cm (1/16 of an inch). There are 32 cells
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in the Y direction and 14 cells in the Y direction. These

dimensions yield a limiting ray divergence at the focal

point of 0.912cm in the Y direction and 2.42cm in the X

direction.

The length of the collimator is 88.9cm. This pro-

vides about 10 mean free paths of scattering in the

plexiglass construction material.

Figure 1.3 shows the collimator in the experimental

set-up next to Alcator A. The front of the collimator is

122cm from the center of the plasma column (the focal

length). A 2.13 meter (7.0 feet) diameter tank utilizing

water as a neutron shield provides 6 orders of magnitude

attenuation of background scattered neutrons. A Helium-3

proportional counter tube in a cadmium wrapped moderator

is used as the fast neutron detector.

1.4 Numerical Modeling

As was pointed out in the discussion of neutron trans-

port properties a large and unknown number of collisions

are needed to provide good collimation. This makes a

straight forward analytical derivation of the neutron

energy and spatial distributions formidable and a Monte

Carlo based modeling is best suited to this problem.

In the Monte-Carlo method the neutron i$ given an in-.

itial position" and an initial velocity and then allowed to
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evolve through the problem geometry. Tallies are kept

on the total number of neutrons and their energy for any

region of interest. The variance of the results is

directly dependent on the number of neutrons involved in

each tally. Thus,great care must be taken to make each

neutron history contribute as much information as pos-

sible. For example, a full and complete Monte-Carlo

simulation could involve very complex and detailed in-

formation of the system modeled. However, the resulting

model could take a prohibitively long time to solve. Thus

one wishes to use techniques to reduce computation time

while maintaining solution accuracy. One example is

the use of symmetry.

1.5 The ANDY Monte-Carlo Code

The "ANDY" Monte-Carlo code was chosen for this

problem because it uses the standard "ANISN" format

cross-section set and the code has had some previous use

in the Department of Nuclear Engineering.

1.5.1 Cross-Section Input

The ANDY code is a discrete-energy, multi-group code.

The cross-section data is averaged over finite energy

groups and yield probabilities of scattering from one

group to another. The accuracy of energy resolution is

constrained by the fineness of the energy groups.
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The spatial or angular scattering information is

contained in a Legendre expansion of the cross-section

data to third order. Operationally in ANDY, scattering

is always assumed isotropic in the laboratory system.

The anisotropic nature of the scattering is obtained

through the use of a weighting scheme. The neutron

weight, set to unity at the start of the history is

multiplied by a '(p)/agg', where a '(io ) is the zero

order expansion cross-section and a ' is the true cross-

section to third order. Particles scattered in directions

favorable to the cross-sections are given higher weight.

If the scattering is truely isotropic in the laboratory

system, the weight will remain very nearly one and this

scattering option is particuarly applicable.

1.5.2 Geometry

Geometry in ANDY is described through a three level

topology. Regions are the highest level, bounded by sur-

face segments, which are an intermediate level. The

surface segments lie on surfaces, the lowest level. Any

surface up to a second order quadraic can be modeled in

the ANDY geometry coding. Surface segments are defined

by the surface they lie on and by the surfaces which

intersect them. A detailed example of ANDY geometry input

is given in Appendix C.
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2.1 Modeling Goals and Outline

The primary purpose of this thesis was to obtain a

technique for modeling the Alcator A spatial collimator

which would aid in the understanding of the collimator

performance. In particular the following goals were set

forth:

1. The modeling technique should be able to repro-

duce the experimentally determined point source response

of the present Alcator collimator,

2. The modeling technique should be simple to

modify for parameter studies, and

3. The modeling technique should be as economical

of computer time as possible.

These goals were met by the development of the computer

code, COLLUM.ANDY.

The COLLUM.ANDY code is a modified version of the

ANDY Monte-Carlo code described in Chapter 1. No major

modifications were required, the bulk of the work was in

developing a standard input set for the collimator. The

input deck development included:

1. Selection of a cross-section set,

2. Development of a geometry model,

3. Writing suitable SOURCE subroutines, and
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4. The addition of some input variables and

some code modification to obtain the point

source response on a single run.

Each of these areas will be discussed in detail in this

chapter. Test results will be presented in Chapter 3.

2.2 Cross-Section Set Selection

The cross-section set used for this modeling is a

modified version of the Los Alamos LIB-IV cross--ection

set. 4 The LIB IV set is a 50 energy group, 101 iso-

tope set. In order to minimize storage and processing

requirements the set was reduced to 20 energy groups and

8 isotopes.

In order to maintain the maximum information in the

high energy groups, the lowest 30 groups were colasped

to one and the upper 20 left intact. The energy structure

is shown in Table 2.1.

The isotopes in the problem library set, "LACX3",

include: Hydrogen, Boron10, Boron11 , Carbon, Oxygen,

Nitrodgen, Copper, and Cadmium.

As mentioned earlier the construction material of

the collimator is plexiglass. The Composition of

Plexiglass(5) is 8% Hydrogen, 32% Oxygen, and 60%

Carbon, in weight percent. This corresponds tQ

atom densities of 5.68x1022 atoms/cc Hydrogen,
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GROUP

01

02

03

.04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

TABLE 2.1

ENERGY

1.5000E+07

1.OOOOE+07

6.0653E+06

3.6788E+06

2.2313E+06

1.3534E+06

8.2085E+05

4.9787E+05

3.8774E+05

3. 0197E+05

2.3518E+05

1.8316E+05

1.4264E+05

1. 1109E+05

8.6517E+04

6.7379E+04

5.2475E+04

4.0868E+04

3.1828E+04

2.4788E+04

ENERGY GROUP

RANGE (eV)

1.OOOOE+07

6.0653E+06

3.6788E+08

2.2313E+05

1.3534E+06

8.2085E+05

4.9787E+05

3.8774E+05

3. 0197E+05

2. 3518E+05

1. 8316E+05

1.4264E+05

1.1109E+05

8 . 6517E+04

6.7379E+04

5.2475E+04

4.0868E+04

3.1828E+04

2.4788E+04

1. OOOE-05

STRUCTURE OF LACX3
SET

LETHARGY

0.692

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

23.81

CROSS-SECTION
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22 221.42 x 10 atoms/cc Oxygen, and 3.55x10 atoms/cc

Carbon. All material regions were modeled using this

composition.

Non-material regions were modeled using a lx10 1 5

atom/cc density of Hydrogen.

.2.3 Geometry Model

The Alcator collimator described in Section 1.3 and

shown in Figure 1.2 has a complex geometry, containing

448 cells or regions. Representing this geometry in

full detail using the ANDY geometry input scheme 3

would require about 30K bytes of core memory. Although

30K bytes is well within the capacity of the active core

capacity of the IBM 370 machine (>1000K bytes) used,

an input set of this size would be impracticable if the

modeling technique were to meet the goal of ease of use

in parameter studies.

In order to gain the simplification needed, the

symmetry of the collimator was used. All of the 448 cells

in the collimator are identical in dimension. Further,

the centerline of each cell goes through a common point

122 cm in front of the collimator as in Figure 2.1. Thus,

a point source at the common or focal point is viewed

equally by all the cells. If the source is moved per-

pendicular to the central cell, it is not moving perpen-
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dicular to the other collimator cells. However, the

deviation is quite small, 2.2 degrees for the edge cells,

resulting in an error of less than 0.08% in the path

length. Thus, a single cell modeling, with the proper

boundary conditions can provide the simplification needed.

The geometry model used is a single-cell with spatial

reflecting walls shown in Figure 2.2. Although the

neutron remains in a single cell in the computor simula-

tion, the effect of the reflection condition is to form

an infinite array model. Each reflection plane results

in virtual cell opposite. Since reflection planes are

in a sense reflected also, an infinite array results.

Here, the term "virtual" means virtual in the

computer model sense. A vertical cell in the computer

model represents a real cell in the real collimator.

In the real collimator a major portion of neutrons

interacting in the collimator leak out the sides. In

order to model this effect, which is due to the finite

extent of the collimator, a technique called "virtual

cell tracking and cut-off" was developed. The technique

is as follows. In the computer simulation a reflection

indicates that the neutron would have entered an adja-

cent cell in the real collimator. This adjacent cell is

virtual in the computer model sense as in Figure 2.2.

Through coding logic, the virtual cell corresponding to

a reflection or a series of reflections and collisions,
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This represents a view along the z axis of figure 1.2.
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is deduced. The finite nature of the real collimator

is modeled by setting a number limit on how many virtual

cells may be transversed relative to the initial start-

ing cell, and terminating the neutron history if the limit

is exceeded. For example, in Figure 2.3 the initial

cell is the central cell in the finite array shown.

The view is along the Z axis of the collimator. The path

shown is a projection of the path in three dimensions

onto the x-y plane. In this example,the neutron history

reflects six times in the single cell of the computer

simulation. The corresponding path traverses five

virtual cells. Since a sixth virtual cell represents a

real cell outside the finite extent of the real col-

limator, the history is terminated. Input parameters

are used to specify the initial cell position and the

number of cells. Thus, any initial cell in a finite

collimator array of any size is modeled with only the

geometry input for a single cell and a few additional

parameters.

A tally is kept of the number of histories entering

each virtual cell. This tally yields information on

how the neutrons penetrate through the collimator.

2.4 Source Subroutines

Because of the general nature of ANDY, the "SOURCE"

subroutine, which provide the initial position, direc-
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tion cosines, region, and energy groupis not.a standard

part of ANDY coding. Thus each problem must provide a

subroutine "SOURCE". In the ANDY Monte Carlo code, the

SOURCE subroutine behaves as a distribution function which

is sampled a fixed number of times. Each sampling is

called a history, an ensemble of histories is called a

trial. The primary requirement of the SOURCE subroutine

is that the distribution of initial history values

of the complete ensemble or trial reproduces the distribu-

tion of the real source. Two SOURCE subroutines have

been developed. One subroutine uses a random sampling

technique in choosing the initial variables, the second

uses a fixed source distribution.

2.4.1 Fixed SOURCE Subroutine

In the Fixed SOURCE subroutine an ensemble of initial

history values is built which reproduces the point source

distribution. When the subroutine is called, the ensemble

is sampled in a fixed sequence until all of the ensemble

values have been used once. Thus, all of the initial

variables of any history and for the.trial as a whole is

known. Figure 2.4 illustrates how the initial history

variables are generated. Recall that only a single

cell is modeled using the virtual tracking methods.

Particles are given an initial Z value corresponding to
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the face of the collimator (Z 88.9 here), The x and

y values are then generated on this surface, Since the

neutrons really begin at the source (Z = 211), the in-

itial direction cosines are obtained by projecting a ray

back to the source. Thus, a neutron history begins at

the face of the collimator but is identical to. a history

which began at the source and arrived unscattered at

the collimator face. This last assumption is valid for

2.5 Mev neutrons which have a mean free path of greater

than 100 meters in air.

In the fixed source distribution subroutine the

distribution of x and y are fixed at the center of square

areas generated by a grid dividing the face of the col-

limator into equal areas as shown in Figure 2.5. The

fineness of the grid is dependent on the number of neu-

trons histories to be following in the trial.

As in all Monte-Carlo c6des, history rejections

due operational limitatons of the computer and code

occur; and must be subtracted from the trial results.

In the ANDY code, which does all its random number genera-

tion internally, the rejected history is re-run with a

negative weight. This requires that the SOURCE subroutine

return the same initial values for a given random number

seed.
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Since the Fixed SOURCE subroutine did not use the seed

for finding the initial values, a special set of instruc-

tions was designed to handle rejections. On the retrac-

ing call the "last call" values are returned. On the next

call, which would be the history to replace the rejected

history, the "last call" X-Y coordinate are returned with

a perturbation of one-tenth of the fixed grid dimension

added or subtracted to one of the coordinates. The

selection of whether to add or subtract is govenered

by whether the history number is odd or even and the

coordinate selection is perpendicular to the direction

last incremented. If the rejection occurs again the

process is continued. If five consecutive rejections

occur, the parallel coordinate is incremented. In all

cases the old and new x-y values are printed so that

a correction can be made to the distribution variance.

In addition to spatial coordinates and direction

cosines, the initial region, energy group, and weight

must be provided. The energy group and weight are simply

assigned values of 4 and 1 respectfully. The initial

region is found by a logic sorting section which uses

input check-values XSET and YSET. Figure 2.6 shows the

region structure used in the single cell model. The in-

put variables X-set and Y-set are passed to SOURCE via
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2.4.2 Random SOURCE Subroutine

The Random SOURCE subroutine is completely inter-

changeable with the Fixed Source subroutine, i.e., no

changes are needed in the input data, unneeded parameters

are ignored. It differs from the fixed SOURCE subroutine

only in that the x-y coordinate values are randomly gen-

erated on the face of the collimator.

Both SOURCE subroutines have been interfaced to the

main processing routine BUSY so that a number of trials

are performed with the position of the source incremented

on each trial. The details of the input variables are

included in Appendix D.

2.5 Code Modifications

A number of modifications were made to ANDY code,

falling into three major areas:

1. Virtual cell tracking,

2. Shewed plane reflection, and

3. Point source scanning.

2.5.1 Virtual Cell Tracking

The modifications for virtual cell tracking involved;

1. Testing after each collision to correct the

virtual track path sign flag,

2. Updating the virtual cell number each time
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3. Tallying the number of histories entering each

virtual cell and print-out of the tallies.

The test at each collision is simply a check to see

if the sign of any of direction cosines had changed.

A change in a direction cosine results in a change of

the sign of a corresponding direction flag. For ex-

ample, if a particle history had UX=0.5 before a col-

lision and UX=-0.7 after, then the sign of the UX direc-

tion falg would change. This flag is used in the

updating of the virtual cell number when the next relfec-

tion occurs. Reflections do not change the direction

of the virtual path but collisions may.

The updating of the cell number involves increment-

ing or decrementing the appropriate cell number, depending

on which boundary the relfection occurs at and the sign

of the direction flag. For example, consider a history re-

flecting on an x-z plane and with the UY direction sign

positive. The Y cell number would be incremented (Note:

the planes are skewed planes in the actual model and

appropriate steps are taken to correct for this effect).

When the cell number exceeds the number of cells in

the collimator (an input parameter) the history is term-
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inated. For example, in the Alcator modeling tests

(Chapter 3) the number of x cells was set to 14 and the

initial cell at the start of each particle history

was 7. Histories which would have ended in cells 14 or

0 were terminated and tallied as escaped histories in the

ANDY tallies.

The cell tallies are kept by incrementing the cell

tally when a history enters the cell. As an example

of how a cell tally is obtained, consider a 5 cell col-

limator in one direction. Assume that there are 5 his-

tories and that they follow the following history paths;

History Cell History

1 3 +2 +3 4 +X

2 3 X

3 3+ 4 +5 X

4 3+ X

5 3 2 1 2 +3 + 4 + 5 + X

where the X means the particle history ended either due

to absorption, leaving the end of the collimator, or ex-

ceeding the cell parameters. The cell tally would yield:

ICELX(I) I=l, NXC where NXC=5 here

1 3 2 3 2

Since only the returning histories and not the initial

histories in cell 3 are tallied, the tally value of cell



3 yields a form of an albedo,

2.5.2 Shewed Plane Reflection

The coding to handle reflections from the x-z and y-z

shewed planes used to model the Alcator collimator had

to be written. Reflections are assumed to be specular,

and the modifications were straight-forward. Further

details can be found in the code listing, Appendix E,

lines 824 through 846.

2.5.3 Point Source Scans

In order to reduce the duplication of set up pro-

cedures, the code was modified to do a preprogrammed

number of trials incrementing the source position in the

y-direction. This modification was only involved in

the writing of the SOURCE subroutine since ANDY already

had a multi-trial option. In SOURCE, a set of condi-

tions is checked, in particular, the history number.

When the source position is incremented, its new value is

printed as can be observed in the output in Appendix B.

The number of trials is controlled by input parameters.

A number of input parameters have been added to the

ANDY input parameters. Appendix D is a guide to all the

COLLUM, ANDY input parameters.
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CHAPTER 3. MODELING RESULTS 38

Three modeling comparisons and one experimental

comparison are discussed in this chapter.

First, the base case from which the final Alcator

collimator modeling results were obtained, is discussed.

Next, three comparisons to this base case are made

in the following areas; an infinite cell model in which

virtual cell tracking has not been used, an edge test

in which a cell near the edge is modeled, and a test

of the Fixed SOURCE subroutine. Finally, a comparison

of the basic case to the experimental results is presented.

3.1 Alcator Modeling Base Case, Test A

The COLLUM.ANDY output has three major parts; an

abbreviated history trace, surface tallies of history

weight, and the virtual tracking cell tallies. The his-

tory trace consists of a detailed account of the first

ten boundary crossings, reflections, and collisions.

This section of-output provides a very useful tool for

verifying the correct operation of the code. Appendix

B contains detailed output.

The tallies of history weight reaching specified

surfaces or surface tallies, are the major source of in-

formation in the code. Recall from Chapter 2, Figure

2.6 that the single cell is composed of nine regions.



In addition 10 surfaces and 42 surface segments were 39

needed to model the single cell. Only one of the 42

surface segments needed to be tallied for this problem.

Other surface sements were tallied for operational and

checking purposes. Here, only the tally of the sur-

face segment corresponding to the back end and middle

region (region 5 in figure 2.6) is presented.

Figure 3.1 is a histogram plot of history weight

as a function of source position for energy groups 4, 5,

and 6. Each trial has 1058 histories generated by the

random source distribution. A typical error bar is

shown for source position 0.2cm and group 4. Note that

essentially no histories are obtained in energy groups

5 and 6 indicating that only non-collisional histories

or histories scattered through very small angles con-

tribute to the tally. Further, the history tally

drops in group 4 when the source is greater than 0.4cm

off center indicating a cut-off or the collimator

resolution. Recall from Chapter 1 that a perfectly ab-

sorbing collimator would have a cut-off at about 0.46cm.

Further analysis of the collimator resolution is presented

in the experimental comparison, Section 3.5. The third

part of the output is the virtual cell tracking cell tally.

Table 3.1 lists the cell tally in the xaid y direction

for the center-line source positions, 0.0 cm.
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ICELX(I) I=l, NXC

101 129 180 250 335 451 218 470 357 274

204 144 100 70

ICELY(I) 1=1, NYC

66 72 87 98 108 119 141 164 195 229

263 292 337 384 476 214 508 435 370 314

276 235 213 193 16.9 155 138 119 100 79

TABLE 3.1 Cell Tally for 0,0cm Source position

Histories were started in X cell 7 and Y cell 16.

X cell 1, Y cell 1, X cell 14, and Y cell 34 correspond

to the model edges. NCX and NCY are the number of X cells

and Y cells and are equal to 14 and 32 respectfully. As

can be seen from the table, more than 10% of the his-

tories reach the edge of the collimator. It should be

noted that these are number tallies and do not reflect

the anisotropic nature of the cross-sections. However,

the tallies do serve as a guide in determining how strong

the intercell interactions are. The strength of the in-

tercell interactions is explored in more detail in the

edge test comparison, Section 3.3.

Execution time for one trial of 1058 histories is

about 28 seconds. Comparison tests indicate that
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the variance in execution time due to IM-370 operating

system may be as high as 6%.6 Under the 'DEFER' option

with a shift factor of 0.6 times the true cost; a typical

trial costs about $3.60 plus printing costs. Set up

time costs for the initial part of the code appear to be

negligible.

3.2 Infinite Cell Test B

One type of model often used in this type of simula-

tion is an infinite cell model. The COLLUM.ANDY uses the

infinite cell technique but improves upon it through the

use of virtual cell tracking. It turns out that the main

improvement is in execution time,

The infinite cell test involved running the base

case collimator with the virtual cell tracking and cell

cut off eliminated resulting in the infinite collimator

described in Chapter 2.

Source Scan
Position (cm) Test A Test B Test X

0.0 448 412 414

0.2 314 337 334

0.4 123 125 117

0.6 1 --- 2

Standard deviation %32

TABLE 3.2 Surface Tally Wieghts For The Infinite Cell Case,
Test A-base case Test B-infinite cell,
Test X-Test A run with different random-number
sequence. The group tally weight is-a sum of-
energy-groups 4, 5, and 6.
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While the tally results for surface segment tallies

agreed within a standard deviation, Table 3.2 (in fact a

previous run with a different random number had given

perfect agreement) the infinite cell test required almost

twice as much CPU time. The base case required 28.5

seconds per trial and the infinite cell test 54.3 seconds

per trial of 1058 histories. This represents a major sav-

ings in computer costs.

3.3 Edge Tests C and D

In the infinite cell test the actual surface seg-

ment tallies represent the histories that would be seen

by a detector in the real world,were found to be insensi-

tive to whether the collimator was finite of infinite.

This was found to be true for the edge tests also.

Because the source scan is done only on one half of

the collimator, two tests on opposite sides of the colli-

mator as in Figure 3.2 are needed to eliminate the

non-sysmetric effects. The initial cell was set to 31

for test C and set to 2 for test D. Table 3.3 summar-

izes the surface segment weight tallies for all tests

considered thus far. It also includes a test E, a fixed

source distribution test to be considered in the next

section.
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Figure 3.2. Edge Test Layout

Source Scan Test
Position (cm) A B C D X E

0.0 448 412 405 414 414 398

0.2 314 337 298 296 334 304

0.4 123 125 118 113 117 104

0.6 1 -- 6 4 2 3

Table 3.3 Surface Weight Tallies for Edge Tests

Non-symetric effects are not apparent in Table

3.3 for Tests C and D. For the 0.0cm source position the

source is still in a symetric position and the two

values fall within a standard deviation of each other.

For the skewed source positions, 0,2cm - 0.6cm, there

is essentially no difference. Further, these edge cell
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weight tallies agree well with the previous tests.

This agreement implies that the intercell interac-

tions are not a significant factor. This is due to the

length of the collimator. As was explained in the intro-

duction, a neutron must go through 10 mean free paths to

reach the detector end of the collimator. Since the

plexiglas construction material is so high in Hydrogen the

neutrons are moderated below the cut-off energy (32 Key)

before they reach the end of the collimator. Thus, most

of the weight at the detector end of the collimator is

due to unscattered histories and collimator appears es-

sentially black to bad geometry neutrons. If the col-

limator were shorter or made of a less efficient moderator,

scattering effects could become significant.

While the weight tallies were unchanged, execution

time differed greatly for tests C and D. Test D required

only 5.25 seconds CPU time per trial while Test C re-

quired 25.5 seconds CPU time per trial. Test D corres-

ponds to histories which had short paths as the source was

scanned and thus were very short histories. The skewing

can be seen in Table 3.4 which gives the y direction cell

tallies for tests C and D at source position 0.6cm.
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ICELY(I) 1=1, NYC for Test C

60 67 84 90 109 126 140 144 160 174

184 195 210 227 251 277 300 340 385 435

477 514 588 671 759 840 939 1067 1224 1400

289 249

ICELY(I) 1=1 NYC for Test D

995 0 0 0 0 all other entries are zero

Table 3.4 Edge Tests Cell Tallies

3.4 Fixed Source Distribution, Test E

Test E uses the base case but uses a fixed source

distribution as described in Chapter 2. Table 3.3 pre-

sented in the previous section, summarizes the results

of the fixed source distribution test. Unlike previous

tests, the results appear to be systematically lower. Be-

cause the fixed source distribution is known a more de-

tailed analysis is possible.

A collimator cell presents non-material and material

(the cell wall) paths for a neutron history. If the walls

were perfectly black a ratio of the cross-sectional areas

at the face of the collimator would give the transmission

for the source position at 0cm as 0.375 or 397 histories.

374 of the 1058 trial histories were started in the non-

material region. Thus, if the walls were perfectly black,
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the Fixed Source test would underestimate by 23 histories

simply due to how the initial starting positions were

chosen. This is roughly the discrepancy seen in Table 3.3.

The reason for the discrepancy is due to the fact that

the distribution grid was set up poorly. The grid pattern

lies such that a small change in the position of a row

will take the whole row of histories from across a mat-

erial to a non-material boundary. Thus the technique

is very sensitive to source grid selection. Although

it was not done in this thesis a possible solution is to

use a grid skewed to the material boundary. operationally

this type of grid is more difficult to develop and use

but should eliminate the systematic error of the present

fixed source grid. This example indicates that great

care must be taken to avoid systematic error when a fixed

distribution is used.

If 396 histories are predicted for a perfect ab-

sorber case, why is the average value in the tests

around 418? There are two possible causes,

The first is simply additional transmission and

scatter. While the collimator cells expands to about 4

times in cross-sectional area from front to back the wall

thickness is constant. Since the mean free path of the en-

ergy group 4 neutrons is on the order of 5cm some addi-

tional neutrons go through the wall as shown in Figure 3.3.
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Using the area argument again one would expect

246 histories to have paths which could pass through the

wall. Of the 246 only about 20 have material path

lengths less than one mean free path. One would expect

10 of these 20 to pass through the material without a

collision. If the 2 and 3 mean free path histories are

added the total histories would be around 15. Further

small angle scacttering can add to the number obtained.

Scattering at less than 10 degrees will not change

the energy group even for hydrogen scattering. For

isotropic scattering, no second scattering,and for scat-

tering occurring in the first 3 mean free paths of the

collimator, the scattering sources can be considered as a

point source located roughly 3/4 of length of the collimator

from the detector end. At this distance the entire col-

limator subtends .0036 of the total solid angle. 680

of the 1058 histories started can scatter so 0.0036 times

680 or 215 histories are estimated. Thus, transmission

and scattering, in an order of magnitude estimate, ac-

counts for the discrepancy from the perfect absorber case.

The second source of error is a systematic error

due to the random source subroutine and operational

characteristics of the code. In the random source sub-

routine the initial distribution is randomly generated
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on the face of the collimator. This gives this technique

an advantage over the fixed distribution which at pre-

sent is very sensitive to how the grid is chosen. How-

ever, a bias can occur in the random distribution be-

cause operational errors are rejected in the code logic.

Qualitatively, histories which spend more time in the pro-

cessing of the code stand a higher chance of rejection.

Since the random source generates randomly there is a

bias for short histories. Histories which do not scatter

take less time, so some bias might be expected in the

forward direction resulting in higher weight tallies. The

fixed source technique does not suffer from this problem

because it maintains roughly the same distribution. On a

rejection the next history is only slightly perturbed

from the rejected path.

It is possible to set an upper bound since the

number of rejections in a trial is a known parameter. In

the base case for example for the 0.0cm source position

37 rejections occurred. Assuming the replacement his-

tories are randomly generated 0.318 times 37 or 12 his-

tories may be bias to non-material regions. Thus the

bias appears to be small but could be significant. Thus,

an improved fixed source distribution may be justified

if a larger number of histories per trial are used. At
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present with 1058 histories per trial the variance in

source generation is 32,5, or about 3%.

3.5 Experimental Results Comparison

The point source response of the Alcator colli-

252mator was measured using a Cf neutron source. The

average neutron energy is 2.35 Nev. The source was

located 122cm in front of the collimator and was essen-

tially a point source. The data from the experiment and

from Test X (Test X had 10 data points in the scan

rather than 4 as in Test A, the base case) were fitted

using a cubic spline fitting routine.7  Figure 3.4

shows the results. Figure 3.5 shows the experimental

points on the computer generated curve. The error bars

shown are typical. The fwhm for the experimental re-

sult is 7.2mm and the fwhm for the computer simulation

is 7.0mm which is in excellent agreement. Disagreement be-

tween the two in the wings occurs because of back-scatter

effects in the experimental results. The results of ANISN

calculations8  indicate that back-scattering of neutrons

from the walls in a room could add as much as 5% to the

source response. The fall-off seen seems to agree with

this analysis. The negative value of the computer simula-

tion curve is an artifact of the cubic spline fit,
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CHAPTER 4. SUM4ARY AND CQNCLUSIONS

4.1 modelling Goals

The COLLUM.ANDY code has met the goals set forth

for the collimator model in Chapter 2.

The code has reproduced the point source response

of the Alcator collimator as was seen in Figure 3.3.

The code is easy to modify allowing parametric

studies to be done easily. For example, the virtual

cell tracking and cell cut-off technique allows one to

change the number of cells in the collimator and the part-

icular cell to be modeled through the change of just 4

input parameters. Thus, edge cell analysis does not re-

quire a new geometry set. The virtual tracking method

was described in Section 2.5. The versatility of the

code is indicated in the model tests of Chapter 3. With

the exception of the infinite cell tests, the base case

required only one or two parameter changes to model very

different conditions. In addition the virtual cell track-

ing cell tally yields additional insight on the physics

of the collimator. For example, edge effects, which will

become important if a shorter collimator is modeled, can

be studied in more detail and with minor parameter changes.

The code proved to be economical of computer time.

In particular, the COLLUM.ANDY code cuts the CPU time by
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a factor of two when compared to an infinite cell model us-

ing the original ANDY Monte-Carlo code. This comparison

was done in Section 3.2.

4.2 Collimator Performance

Although specific analysis of the collimator was not

the purpose of this thesis, the analysis done here seems

to support the design decisions. In particular, it is

clear that if the collimator is long compared to a mean

free path, (L>l0 mean free paths) the collimator will act as

if it is a perfect absorber. Further, when the length

condition is met, edge effects are minimal so correction

is not needed for the edge cells. Sections 3.3 and 3.5 in-

dicate these conclusions.

4.3 Future Work

Although the final model does a good job there are

areas in which future work should be pursued.

The Fixed Source subroutine could be improved as was

mentioned in Section 3.4.

The virtual cell tallies could be modified to give

the weight rather than a number tally for each cell. This

was discussed in Section 3.1.

Finally, the cross-section set and input parameters

could be expanded to include a mixed neutron gamma ray set.

This modification would allow both the neutron and gamma

ray properties of the collimator to be studied.
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APPENDIX A. ANDY HIERARCHY

Processing in ANDY follows a very straight-forward

order. The main program begins by reading and process-

ing input data on the complexity of geometry, number and

type of cross-sections and types and number of tallies

required. From this input the size of operational and

storage arrays is calculated.

MAIN then calls subroutine "CXINP" if any cross-

sections are to be read from the input deck. Next MAIN

call subroutine "PREP". PREP reads cross-sections from

tape or disk, the geometry input deck, and the material

mixture and density input data for each region. PREP

does a geometry consistency check, and mixes the macro-

scopic transport property tables for each mixture.

At this point, data input and problem set-up is

complete and control returns to MAIN. MAIN then calls

subroutine "BUSY", the main processing routine. The pro-

gram ends upon return from BUSY. BUSY first initializes

all tally bins to zero and then calls subroutine "SOURCE",

providing it with a random number seed.

Subroutine SOURCE is not a standard part of ANDY

coding and must be written for each problem. The pur-

pose of the SOURCE subroutine is to provide the initial

spatial coordinates, direction cosines, initial energy
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group, and weight using the given random number seed.

BUSY uses this information to begin a particle

history. Operationally, BUSY calculates whether a col-

lision occurs before a boundary is reached by comparing a

randomly generated collision distance basedon the mean free

path data to the boundary distance. In the case of a

collision, BUSY branches to scattering, fission, or de-

layed particle emission logic. These sections modify

the direction cosines, particle energy, or initiate a

delay particle bank as reflected in the cross-

section data. In the case of a boundary, BUSY tallies

the boundary crossing, modifies the region, and cycles

back to the collision check logic. The history is term-

inated when the particle enters a region outside the ge-

ometry, when the particle weight falls below a weight

cut-off; or when operational error occurs. In the case

of cut-offs, the particles weights are tallied. When an

operational error occurs, the history is retraced and ex-

punged.

Once a single particle history is complete, BUSY

again calls the SOURCE subroutine and repeats the above

sequence. When the prescribed number of histories have

been completed, BUSY normalizes the tally arrays and prints

the results.
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ANDY output consists of a print-out of input var-

iables with headings, an optional print-out of the pro-

cessed cross-sections, an optional print-out of the

history traces, and the print-out of number and weight

tallies for each energy group, for each region or surface

segment selected. Appendix B has a typical output for a

COLLUM.ANDY run.
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APPENDIX B. COLLUM. ANDY OUTPUT
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APPENDIX C. SPECIFYING ANDY GEOMETRY

Consider the cylinder below with a radius of r-1

and a length 1 and centered on the z-axis,

Figure C.l. Sample Geometry

In order to specify the cylinder we need three surfaces,

the two end caps, and the can wall. In ANDY, one

uses standard equations for surfaces and specify a part-

icular surface by a surface type number and the corres-

pondigng parameters. For example, let surface 1 be the

cylinder. Since it is a cylinder parallel to the Z-

axis,parameters for the x and y position and the radius

are required. So surface 1 is specified:

Surface Type C.L. X position C.L. Y position
1 Z-Cylinder 0.0 0.0

Radius
1.0

In the actual code input the type is specified by a number.

These are given in Owen Deutsch's User's guide to "ANDY"

[ 3], and in Appendix D on COLLUM.ANDY input specifications.

The end caps lie on x,y planes and are given by:

Surface Type Z Coordinate

2 x-y plane 0.0
3 x-y plane 1.0
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Next the surface segments must be specified. In this case

there are three, one for each surface. Generally, there

are many more segments then surfaces., Consider the

cylinder again. The surface segment is defined by the

surface it resides on and the senses of the bounded

surfaces. The sense is the point which indicates which

side of the boundary surface the bounded surface is on.

In this case:

Surface Segment On Surface Boundary Surface and
Sense

+2, -3

2 2

3 3 -1

The senses are positive if they are in the direction of

the typical normals of a surface. For example, if for

surface segment 2, +1 had beengiven instead of -l the

surface would have been the infinite plane without the

inside of the cylinder.

Finally, one is ready to specify the regions. Re-

gions are specified by the region number, the sur-

face segments bounding it, and the regions on the oppo-

site side of each bounding segment. When the segment

forms the boundary of problem geometry specifications,

999 is given for the region specification opposite the
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surface segment. Thus, region 1 in this problem is given

by:

Region Surface Segments

1 1 2 3

Corresponding Region Opposite

999 999 999

Each region also has associated with it a code for the

type of material.
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APPENDIX D. COLLUM.ANDY INPUT DESCRIPTION

ANDY DATA INPUT DESCRTPTION

1. TITLE, TIML

18A4, F8.0

TITLE = 72 column identification for problem

TIML = execution time limit for calculation in seconds

(CP time). Note: Job time limit should ex-

ceed TIML.

2. NG, NP, NING, NSCAT, NMIX, NLIBSM, NTPDEL, MCR, MTP

Note: Unless specified specified otherwise, integer

formats are 1216, real formats are 6E12.0

NG = # energy groups

NP = cross section table length

NING = position of self-scatter cross section

NSCAT = order # of anisotropic scattering tables

NMIX = # material mixtures

NLIBSM = # summing cross section tables (relates to

card 18)

NTPDEL = # types of delayed particles

MCR = # materials from cards

MTP = # materials from library file

3. NREG, N$UR, NSEG, NSEGRA, NSENMA

NREG = # regions

NSUR = # surfaces

NSEG = # surface segments

NSEGRA = maximum number of surface segments per region

NSENMA = maximum number of sense relations per segment

4. NT, ITBl, NTALR, NTALSS, NIT, NMATMA, N$UM

NT = # time bins

ITBl = # time bins of width DELTi

NTALR = # region tallies



NTALSS

NIT

NMATMA

NSUM

= # surface tallies

S0

= maximum number of materials per mixture

= # summing tallies

72

5a) IUK, IGCUT, NGl, ICT, NSYMS, XNF

516, E12.5

IUK = 0 for iostropic simulation pattern

= 1 for simulation pattern represented in c.x.

(Note: for NSCAT=0, must set IUK=O)

IGCUT = energy group cutoff, i.e. particles in energy
groups > IGCUT are terminated.

NGl = # groups for cross section print

ICT = 0 to adjust particle weight by 'c' after

collisions

= 1 to generate IFIX(c) histories after col-

lisions.

XNF

NSYMS

= normalization factor (total source weight)

= # summetry surfaces (planar)

5b) Source Input Parameters I:Source Distribution Grid

NXB, NY5, BD XSET, YSET 216, E12.6

NXB = # of boxes in x direction for fixed SOURCE

subroutine initial particle distribution grid NXB*BDMX

cell dimension

NYB = # boxes in y direction

BD = grid box dimension

(Note: NXB*BD and NYB*BD must equal the cell dimensions

for both the random and Fixed Source subroutines

5c) Source Input II - Scan Parameters
NXC, NYC, NCEX, NCEY, XSET, YSET, YSP, YSINC,416'4E12.6

NXC

NYC

NCEX

= # of collimator cells in the x direction

= # of collimator cells in the y direction

= initial x cell
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5a (cont'd) 73

NCEY = initial y cell

X-SET = X inner-wall boundary value

Y-SET = Y inner-wall boundary value

YSP = initial source position minus increment

YSP + YSINC = first scan position.

YSINC = source position increment; incremental in

y direction.

6. IDMAT(I), I=l, MCR (MCR > 0)

ID numbers for cross sections read from cards

7. LIBRX

18A4

72 Column identification of cross sections to be read

from cards.

8. CROSS SECTIONS

FIDO Format (only repeat specification allowed)

Terminate with 'T' in column 3 following cross sections

9. NS, NKRN, MORE, NPUNCH, MCOL, NDEV, NCRX, ISTPRT, NCPRRT

NS = # histories to be started

NKRN = odd integer used to start sequence of pseudo-

random numbers NKRN<999

MORE = # successive runs with NS starters, NKRN

incremented by 2 to cycle through odd integers

NPUNCH = 0 skip collision parameter printout

MCOL = # collisions per history before Russian

roulette

NDEV = 0+skip group deviation printout

NCRX = 0-skip micro & macro X-sect. printout

ISTPRT = history number of complete trajectory

trace if non-zero.

Note: It is suggested that on initial runs more=0, npunch=
0, MCOL=500, NDEV=l, NCRX=l, ISTPRT=l, NSPPRT=l.



10a. DELTI, DELT2, OFFSET, TSPLT, WDELF 74

OFFSET =.width of first time bin (units of 10- 8 sec-

onds)

DELTi = width of time bins 2,ITBl

DELT2 m width of time bins ITBl+l,NT

Note: DELTl, DELT2 should be set e 0 even if NT=l

TSPLT = 0.

WDELF = tolerance level for generation of delayed
particle history, i.e., generate delayed history when

cumulative weight of delayed particles generated at col-

lisions exceeds WDELF.

1Ob.

DIMAX

WCOI

WSPLT

ITP

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

DIMAX WCOI WSPLT

= maximon pathlength in problem

= Russian Roulette cutoff weight, WCO-WCOI/IORT

- maximum weight per history.

GEOMETRY

SURFACE DEFINITIONS

TYPE EQUATION

x plane X -AS 0

y plane Y -AS 0

z plane Z -AS 0

sphere (X-AS)2 + (Y-BS) +(Z-CS) -DS2 0

x cylinder (Y-AS) 2+(Z-BS) -CS2 0

y cylinder (X-AS)2 +(Z-BS) 2-CS 2 = 0

z cylinder (X-AS) 2+(Y-BS) 2-CS2 = 0

z elliptic cylinder (X/AS) 2+ (Y/BS)2  1

skew plane X*BS + Y*CS + Z*DS = AS

general quadratic I

BS*X 2 + CS*Y 2 + DS*Z 2 + ES*Y + FS*Y + GS*Z -

AS2 = 0

general quadratic II

BS*(X-ES)2 + CS*(Y-FS) 2 + DS*(Z-GS) 2 - AS 2 = 0
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Note 1: The general quadratics can be used to specify

cones, parabolic, hyperbolic, elliptic surfaces, i.e.,

any conic section, or surface of revolution of a conic

section.

Note 2: The most general quadratic includes mixed cross

terms and is not presently encoded in the ANDY geometry

because it is almost never used.

11. NSFC(IS), ITP(IS), AS(IS), BS(IS), CS(IS), DS(IS)

216, 5E12.4

ES(IS), FS(IS), GS(IS) only if ITP>8

6E12.4

NSFC = surface number

ITP = surface type

AS,BS, CS, DS, ES, FS, GS = surface parameters as des-

cribed in surface definitions

Repeat this one or two card sequence for all surfaces,

i.e., IS = 1, NSUR

12. INS(ISS), IDS(ISS), NSEN(ISS)

(IDEN(ISS, IS1), I1=1, NSEN) only if NSEN(I$S)>O

INS = surface segment number

IDS = # of surface on which ISth segment resides

NSEN = * of sense relations of ISS segment

IDEN = signed surface numbers which describe extent

of ISSth segment by indicating sense with respect to inter-

secting surfaces.

Repeat this sequence for all segments

i.e., ISS = 1, NSEG
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13 . NAS (IR) , IMIX (IR) , IM ORT (IR) , DNF( TIn

216, 112, 2E12.6

IAS(IR,ISS), ISS=1,NAS(IR)

IAR(IR,ISS) , ISS=l,NAS(IR)

Note: to define a region outside use a # greater than

NREG (check if equal to STM70 in PREP) (Now at 999).

NAS = # surface segments bounding region IR

IMIX = material (mixture) number for region IR

IMPORT = 'importance' of region IR used to determine

particle splitting and Russian Roulette, and to kill part-

icles by IMPORT - 0

DNF = density factor. Notes: In Russian Roulette

and splitting use DNF L.T. 1.OE-09 for short circuiting

splitting in external vacuum regions. Normally set equal

to 1.0. This density factor can also be used to model

the density of a region without changing IMIX(IR) i.e., one

can minimize the # of mixtures. If just the density has

changed from one region to another.

DNF = 1.OE-09 simulates a vacuum region saves time

by ignoring collisions

IAS = surface segment numbers for segments which

bound region IR

IAR = region numbers for regions on other side of

segment IAS from region IR.

Repeat this three card sequence for all region, IR=l, NREG

14. IDEC (.NSYMS) Symmetry Specifications

presently skew plane reflection is limited to X,Z Y-Z

and X,Y reflection see coding in BUSY for more detail.

Note: Enter blank card if NTALR=O.
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15a. ITALR(I),r 1;=lNTALR

region numbers of region tallies

Note: Enter blank card if NTALR=0.

15b. JTALR ITALR(.Il), ITALR (I=NTALR)

JTALR +1 to force collision tally in region (I)

for all groups

JTALR = -l to force path length tally

15c. IGTALR(16 = 1), IGTAL-R(IG=NG)

IGTALR = +1 collision tally by group

IGTALR = -l path length tally by group

16. ITALSS(I), I=l, NTALSS

surface segment numbers for surface tallies

Note: Enter blank card if NTALSS=0.

17. NMAT (IM)

IMAT(I,IM), I=l, NMAT

DENS(I,IM), 1=1, NMAT

NMAT = # of elements for mixture IM
IMAT = ID # for Ith element in mixture iM

DENS = number density (nucleii/cm3 x 10- 24) for Ith

element in mixture IM.

Repeat this sequence for all mixture, IM=l,NMIX

Note: The ANDY cross section mixing scheme differs from

the ANISN 'mix table' in that only one specification is re-

quired to mix an element into a mixture. The ANISN mix

scheme requires the user to separately mix each 'table'

of a multitable PN set for each element in a mixture, i.e.

the cross section ID # is associated with an element, rather
than with a particular table of an element as far as the

user is concerned.
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18. DENSM(I,ISUM), I=l,NLIBSM only if NSUM>0

IRORS( ISUM), ISUMTY(ISUM) only if NSUM>0

DENSM = 'density' of Ith summing cross section in

integral sum number ISUM

IRORS = 0 to indicate region sum

= 1 to indicate surface sum

ISUMTY = region or surface segment #1 for ISUMth sum

19. V(IG), IG=l,NG

V = velocity of group IG (units of 108 cm/sec)

20. CHIP(IG), IG=l,NG

CHIP = cumulative distribution fission spectrum

i.e. CHIP(NG) = 1.

21. ((CHID(ITPDEL,IG),IG=l,NG),ITPDEL=1,NTPDEL) only if

NTPDEL>0

((DELPC ITPDEL,IG) ,IG=1,NG) ,ITPDEL=l,NTPDEL) Only if NTPDEL

>0

(TD(ITPDEL) ,ITPDEL=l,NTPDEL)

CHID = delayed particle spectra (cumulative distribu-

tion) for each of the NTPDEL types of delayed particles

DELPC = delayed particle fraction of yield/collision

into each energy group for each of the NTPDEL types of

delayed part.

TD mean delay time (time constants) for each of

the NTPDEL types of delayed particles 9units of 10 sec-

onds).

22 . LIBRX (I) , I=1,18

18A4

CL(l,IG), IG=l,NG

LIBRX = 72 column identifier for Ith summing cross

section

CL = Ith set of summing cross sections
Repeat this sequence for all (NLIBSM) sets of summing cross
sections.
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NOTE:

APPENDIX E. COLLUM. ANDY LISTING

THIS IS A COMPUTER CODE LISTING AVAILABLE FROM THE LIBRARY

UPON REQUEST. IT IS MAINTAINED UNDER PFC/IR-82-l. REQUESTS
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